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Preface 

 

Thank you to the Kraines family for sponsoring this issue of the South African Torah Journal in 

memory of Rabbi Ze'ev Kraines zt'l. 

 

The acronym "zt'l" stands for "zecher tsadik livrocha - may the memory of the righteous be for a 

blessing". This is a verse from Proverbs1 which is discussed in the Talmud2 and commentaries3 who 

explain that when mentioning a righteous person, it is appropriate to recall their good deeds and 

qualities in order that others may learn to emulate them. The example in the chumash is by Avraham, 

who Hashem mentions and then praises.4  

This time last year, 3 Rabbis, servants of our South African Jewish community had passed away in the 

month of Kislev and so their first anniversaries have just been or are soon arriving. This year a further 

1 passed away in Kislev and another in Tishrei; Rabbi Y Shalpid, Rabbi L Mirvis, Rabbi Z Kraines, 

Rabbi A Tanzer & Rabbi B Isaacson zichronam livracha - may their memories be forever a blessing,  

were beloved to their communities, students and colleagues. May those who knew them continue to 

share stories of their good deeds and qualities so that they serve to be examples for us to emulate, 

learn from and draw inspiration. 

In this issue you will find a sample of a new book all about the Mezuzah by the late Rabbi Z Kraines; 

as well as another tribute to Rabbi Y Shalpid; something for Chanuka; and finally, something on 

parshat Mikets. 

 

With joyous blessings for a Chanuka Sameach 

I am yours, 

Paysach Burke 

satorahjournal@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Proverbs 10:7 
2 Yoma 38b 
3 Yoma 38b: Rashi, Maharsho; Rambam Pirkei Avos 1:17 
4 Genesis 18:17-19. 
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